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THE DEVELOPMENT OF FEDERAL
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL:
THE PRESENT AND
THE FUTURE
Kenneth A. Manaster*
I. INTRODUCTION
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT has been involved in water pollu-
tion control for only a short time. There have been various measures
enacted over the course of our nation's history to deal with such
problems as hazards to navigation and threats to drinking water sup-
plies, but a serious federal commitment to combat the degradation of
our lakes, rivers, and streams is a very new phenomenon. A wide-
spread appreciation of the magnitude of the water pollution problem is
just beginning to form, both inside and outside the halls of govern-
ment.
Moreover, the development of a well-defined and effective federal
approach to the problem is far from being completed. This article will
outline the present structure and goals of federal water pollution con-
trol, and will evaluate, especially on the basis of certain very recent
developments, the likely direction of federal efforts in the future.'
The federal role as envisioned by Congress and the Executive since
the first contemporary federal water pollution legislation in 1948 has
been one primarily of deference to state and local pollution control ef-
forts.2  Thus the most troublesome issue in this field is the continu-
*Assistant Attorney General, Environmental Control Division, Office the
Attorney, State of Illinois. B.A. 1963, LL.B. 1966, Harvard University.
The views expressed herein are those of the author and are not to be
attributed in any way to the Office of the Attorney General of the State of
Illinois.
1. For the historical background of present federal law see COUNCIL ON ENVIRON-
MENTAL QUALITY, ENVIRONMENTAL QuALITY: THE FIRST ANNUAL REPORT 43-44 (1970)
[hereinafter cited as ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY]; F. GRAHAM, DISASTER BY DEFAULT
30-38 (1966); Barry, The Evolution of the Enforcement Provisions of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act: A Study oj the Difficulty in Developing Effective Legislation,
68 MICH. L. REV. 1103 (1970) [hereinafter cited as Barry]; Hines, Nor Any Drop To
Drink: Public Regulation of Water Quality: Part II The Federal Effort, 52 IOwA
L. REV. 799, 803-38 (1967) [hereinafter cited as Hines]; Comment, Federal Programs
for Water Pollution Control, I U.C. DAvIs L. REV. 71 (1969) [hereinafter cited as Fed-
eral Programs].
2. See Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 62 Stat. 1155 (1948), as amended,
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ous tension between respect for local responsibility for pollution control
and recognition that only the federal government can meet the growing
needs for massive resources and coordinated control efforts.' Easing
of this tension has not yet been achieved.' As will be discussed be-
low, such an easing may never be achieved, and perhaps never should
be. The conflicting interests and principles involved must be examined
carefully to find the best ways to clean our waters as swiftly, effec-
tively, and fairly as possible.
We must ask if the :present uneasy balance between federal and
state initiatives and powers is a sensible, efficient example of the federal
system's approach to widespread degradation of our physical environ-
ment, and perhaps of our social and economic values as well. We
must ask whether, on the other hand, this balance shows political
compromise and timidity by those most familiar with the powers of
various levels of government.5  Finally, despite the justifiably emo-
tional nature of our responses to environmental degradation, we mustobjectively and rationally allocate our governmental tools for the alle-
viation and solution of the water pollution problem.
II. THE FEDERAL CONTROL PATTERN
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act6 contains most of the
present federal water pollution control program. The Act, first created
on a temporary basis in 1948, has been amended numerous times in at-
tempts to align it with emerging needs. Beginning with the Act, federal
activities divide roughly into four categories:
A. Financial assistance to states, municipalities, and regional gov-
ernmental entities for waste treatment facilities and water pol-
lution abatement programs.
B. Research, formulation of environmental policy guidelines, and
the dissemination of technical data.
C. Indirect control activities and policymaking through stimula-
tion of state action; included in this category are those federal
enforcement tools which are employed only after state initiatives
have been found inadequate or have been withheld.
D. Direct federal control activities and policymaking.
Which of these categories, individually or in combination, have
predominated in recent years is a matter of some disagreement.7 In-
disputably, no federal action in these categories has been as vigorous
33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1151-75 (1970) [hereinafter cited as FWPCA]. Section l(b) of the
Act is the principal statement of deference to the states. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1151(b)
(1970). See also Barry. 1104; Hines 800-02; Federal Programs 73, 88.
3. Hines 859.
* 4. But see Hines 802.
5. See F. GRAHAM, supra note 1, at 17, 44, 154-55.
6. 62 Stat. 1155 (1948), as amended, 33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1151-75 (1970).
7. Compare Federal Programs 83 with Hines 838.
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and effective as it could be. Furthermore, the last of these categories
is the least developed of all.
A. Financial Assistance
The principal financial assistance elements of the federal program
are found in sections 7 and 8 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.'
Section 7 authorizes the appropriation of funds "for grants to States and
to interstate agencies to assist them in meeting the costs of establishing
and maintaining adequate measures for the prevention and control of
water pollution, including the training of personnel of public agencies."
Grants are authorized for state or interstate control programs approved
by the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency. 10 The
qualifying standards for programs are very broad, and indicative of
clear Congressional approval of the principle of offering federal money
for state and interstate control programs. The formula for the allocation
of funds is based on the state's relative per capita income, with the fed-
eral contribution limited to a maximum of two-thirds of program
cost.1
The amount authorized under section 7 for the fiscal years 1968
through 1971 was $10,000,000 per year. '2  President Nixon has pro-
posed, however, that the annual authorizations be raised to $30,000,000
by fiscal year 1975 to assist state agencies "in meeting the new re-
sponsibilities that stricter and expanded enforcement will place upon
them." 3 The provision for grants to operating agencies is one of the
least controversial aspects of the Act. It purpose is clear-to assist the
states in carrying out their "primary responsibilities and rights . . . in
preventing and controlling water pollution," as acknowlwdged in the
Act. 4
The more critical, and far more sizeable financial assistance ele-
ment of the Act is section 8, which authorizes grants
to any State, municipality, or intermunicipal or interstate agency
for the construction of necessary treatment works to prevent the
discharge of untreated or inadequately treated sewage or other waste
8. 33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1157-58 (1970).
9. Id. § 1157(a).
10. Id. § 1157(f). Although the language of the Act in this and other provisions
vests powers in the Secretary of the Interior, Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970
transfers such powers to the Administrator. Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970,
§ 2(a)(1), 3 C.F.R. 199 (Supp. 1970).
11. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1157(h)(1) (1970).
12. Id. § 1157(a).
13. PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, MESSAGE ON ENVIRONMENT, H.R. Doc.
No. 91-225, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1970) [hereinafter cited as 1970 MESSAGE]. The
President's 1971 Environmental Message to Congress reiterates this proposal. THE
PRESIDENT'S 1971 ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM 8 (1971) [hereinafter cited as 1971 PRO-
GRAM].
14. FWPCA § l(b), 33 U.S.C.A. § 1151(b) (1970). Federal Programs 78.
(Vol. 1971
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into any waters and for the purpose of reports, plans, and specifica-
tions in connection therewith.' 5
If a proposed treatment project is part of a comprehensive pollution
control program approved by appropriate state agencies and by the Ad-
ministrator, a federal grant of thirty per cent of project cost is allow-
able.'" If the state agrees to pay twenty-five percent of the cost of all
such local treatment projects for which grants are sought, if there are en-
forceable water quality standards for the waters affected, and if the pro-
ject conforms with an official, comprehensive plan of metropolitan de-
velopment, the federal grant can be as much as fifty-five per cent of
cost."
In fiscal 1970, authorized financing for waste treatment facilities
was $1 billion and actual appropriations rose to $800 million.' Even
funds of this magnitude, however, may not be adequate to meet the tre-
mendous projected needs for waste treatment plants. In 1968, Congress
removed the previous, inadequate limitations on individual grants, but
from 1966 to 1970 it did not appropriate anywhere near authorized
levels.1" The President has now requested more funds, and Congress has
authorized $1.25 billion for fiscal 1971. Hopefully these are signs
of vitality in this critical program to meet local waste treatment needs.
In the absence of massive infusions of federal funds or imaginative fed-
eral schemes for attracting sizeable investments in treatment facilities,
these needs will not be met.
B. Research, Technical Data, and Policy Development
Section 5 of the Act establishes a broad federal effort in "research,
investigations, experiments, demonstrations, and studies relating to the
causes, control, and prevention of water pollution.""°  Both direct
federal research and cooperation with other agencies and institutions
are authorized. The Administrator is instructed to set up research labo-
ratories, enter into contracts, provide technical training, make grants for
research and training projects, and to make generally available the re-
sults of research and other information obtained by the government.
As with the financial assistance provisions of the Act, there is no
doubt that the research and research grant functions of the federal pro-
15. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1158(a) (1970).
16. Id. § 1158(b).
17. id. §§ 1158(b) and (f). Some alteration of this allocation scheme has now
been suggested by the Administration as part of the 1971 environmental proposals.
See 1971 PROGRAM 6; 1 BNA ENVIRONMENT REP., CURRENT DEV. 1097 (Feb. 12,
1971).
18. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1158(d) (1970); 83 Stat. 323, 329 (1969).
19. See 1970 MESSAGE 3; F. Graham, supra note 1, at 138-39; Bylinsky, The
Limited War on Water Pollution, in THE ENVIRONMENT 19, 34 (1970); 1971 PRoGRAM
6.
20. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1155(a) (1970).
No. I1]
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gram are very important. The 1971 federal budget allocates $61 mil-
lion for research, development, and demonstration by all agencies. State
and local agencies cannot presently subsidize research in amounts of this
size. Thus, if the research is wisely directed, the federal role is indis-
pensable.
Other specific aspects of the federal program are also noteworthy.
First, section 5(b) authorizes the federal government to undertake re-
search and investigations concerning specific water pollution problems
upon the request of any state control agency. This authorization offers
another useful federal service to supplement state controls.
Second, section 5(f) commands the Administrator to research and
analyze the quality of Great Lakes water. This provision is one of many
examples of federal recognition of the national importance of the
Lakes.21
Third, section 6 of the Act creates a grant program to assist states,
municipalities, or intermunicipal or interstate agencies in demonstra-
tion projects for controlling inadequately treated discharges from storm
sewers or combined sewers, or for advanced waste treatment. 22 Sec-
tion 6(b) authorizes grants "to persons" for research and demonstra-
tion projects to prevent industrial water pollution. Presumably the term
"persons," not defined in the Act, has a meaning broader than the listing
of governmental agencies for which sewer or advanced waste treatment
projects can be federally funded. Here federal assistance does not de-
fer to the states, since it offers demonstration project funds directly to
local entities and even private persons. These grants are limited, how-
ever, as the methods under development must be of industrywide ap-
plication.
Other federal legislation exists concerning water pollution research
and the dissemination of advisory information. For example, the Water
Resources Research Act of 196423 sets aside funds for grants and match-
ing allocations to state colleges or universities for water resources re-
search institutes.
Additionally, title II of the National Environmental Policy Act of
196924 established the Council on Environmental Quality as a highlevel
21. See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. § 421 (1964) (refuse in Lake Michigan near Chicago);
33 U.S.C.A. § 1165 (1970) (state-federal cooperation in developing abatement and
remedial techniques to control Great Lakes pollution).
22. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1156(a)(1) and (2) (1970).
23. Act of July 17, 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-379, amended by Act of April 19, 1966,
Pub. L. No. 89-404, 42 U.S.C. 99 1961-61c (Supp. V 1969). This Act has been criti-
cized as "a thoroughly demoralizing and mischievous piece of legislation" because it
scatters research in a variety of locations rather than centralizing it in one tightly
coordinated center. D. CARR, DEATH OF THE SWEET WATERS 230 (1966).
24. 42 U.S.C. § 4341-47 (Supp. V 1969). The President's' 1971 Environmental
Message briefly notes that the Council, along with the National Science Foundation,
will establish an "Environmental Institute" to undertake environmental policy studies
and analyses. 1971 PROGRAM 21.
[Vol. 1971
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advisory and investigatory board concerned with the overall condition
of the environment. One of the duties of the Council is "to conduct
investigations, studies, surveys, research, and analyses relating to eco-
logical systems and environmental quality" 25 and "to document and
define changes in the natural environment .... -20 In performing these
and other functions, including the submission to the President of the
annual environmental quality report, the Council likely will occupy a
growing leadership role in the development of new environmental pol-
icy for all levels of government.
C. Indirect Control: Stimulation of State Activity
The water quality standards and enforcement proceedings provi-
sions of section 10 of the Act are the principal federal methods thus far
developed for inducing the states to take action for control of water
pollution.27 The underlying principle of these provisions is that only if
the states fail to act will federal action take place:
Consistent with the policy declaration of this chapter, State and
interstate action to abate pollution of interstate or navigable waters
shall be encouraged and shall not, except as otherwise provided
by or pursuant to court order under subsection (h), be displaced
by Federal enforcement action. 28
The "policy declaration" referred to is section l(b), which has been
previously mentioned.29  Sections 10(a) and (d) establish the basic
federal enforcement scheme, part of the Act since 1956. The water
quality standards provisions found in section 10(c) were enacted in
1965. The enforcement scheme will be considered first.
1. Enforcement Proceedings. Section 10(a), without defining
"pollution", declares as "subject to abatement" any pollution of inter-
state or navigable waters "which endangers the health or welfare of any
persons."3  Under section 10(d)(1), a state may request, through its
governor or its water pollution control agency, that the Administrator
call a conference concerning "interstate pollution." In the statutory
language, this is pollution of waters which is endangering "the health
or welfare of persons in a State other than that in which the discharge
. . . originates."'"
25. 42 U.S.C. § 4344(5) (Supp. V 1969).
26. Id. § 4344(6).
27. Other federal programs intended to encourage state and interstate action and
planning include the interstate compacts provisions of § 4 of the FWPCA; the com-
prehensive basin-wide planning provisions of § 3 of the FWPCA; the Water Resources
Planning Act of 1965, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1962 (Supp. V 1969), and others listed at Federal
Programs 83.
28. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1160(b) (1970).
29. Id. § 1151(b). See note 2 supra and accompanying text.
30. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1160(a) (1970).
31. Id. § 1160(d)(1).
No. I1]
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The federal conference is mandatory if the pollution is interstate,
but is discretionary if the pollution is "intrastate" in its effects, endan-
gering the health or welfare of persons "only in the requesting state."
The Administrator can convene conferences on his own initiative if re-
ports or studies indicate to him that interstate pollution is occurring, or
if he finds that pollution is creating substantial economic injury due to
an inability to market shellfish in interstate commerce. Finally, upon
request of the Secretary of State, the Administrator must call confer-
ences with respect to pollution in this country having international ef-
fects.
The conferences are now known as "abatement conferences," "en-
forcement conferences," or "enforcement actions." They are the first
step in the three-step federal enforcement scheme. This scheme aims
only at long-term "abatement," and not at the immediate cessation of
pollution or at penalties for past violations.8 2 Representatives of the
requesting state's control agencies and of agencies of affected states are
invited to the conferences, of which there have been fifty-three to date. 3
These agencies in turn may invite any other person to attend, and the
conference shall afford an opportunity to be heard to "every person con-
tributing to the alleged pollution or affected by it."'34
The conferences held thus far have dealt with subjects as broad as
the overall degradation of Lake Michigan (Lake Michigan and Its Trib-
utary Basin Conference, commencing January 31, 1968), and as narrow
as the discharges of a particular chemical plant (North Fork of the Hols-
ton River Conference, commencing September 28, 1960). If pollution
is found at the conference, federal recommendations pursuant to section
10(e) are made "to the appropriate State water pollution control agency
that it take necessary remedial action." Then follows the first period
for testing the results of the conference. "The [Administrator] shall al-
low at least six months from the date he makes such recommendations
for the taking of such recommended action." 35
Up to this point, the federal role has been largely to provide a forum
for presenting information and the views of interested parties. The Ad-
ministrator has made recommendations for state action. This role
is necessary because the requesting state usually does not have the
needed information, the tools to gather it, or access to out-of-state
parties. Since conference participation is not mandatory for anyone,
however, it is questionable that information and opinions will volun-
32. See Barry 1121.
33. See ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 45; 2 BNA ENVIRONMENT REP., CURRENT DEv.
120 (June 4, 1971). See also list of enforcement actions at BNA ENVIRONMENT REP.,
FEi., LAWS 41:5201-10 (1970). An enforcement conference for Galveston Bay,
Texas, was announced by the administrator of the EPA on May 8, 1971. 2 BNA
ENVIRONMENT REP., CURRENT DEV. 43 (May 14, 1971).
34. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1160(d)(3) (1970).
35. Id. § 1160(e).
[Vol. 1971
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tarily be presented at a federal conference which would not have been
presented directly in response to a request by a state pollution control
agency. 6  This question is even more puzzling with respect to state-
requested, intrastate pollution conferences. It is somewhat anomalous
for a state to request a federal conference on a single state pollution
problem solely for the purpose of obtaining federal recommendations as
to how the state itself can solve it.37
The answer is that the states either cannot or will not undertake
on their own kind of information gathering and discussions that the
federal conference provides. Since most of the conferences have dealt
with sizeable, interstate problems, and federal presence gives a height-
ened critical appearance to the problems, the conference process may
be a sensible, rational, preliminary approach to certain types of pollu-
tion situations. Nevertheless the deference to the states inherent in
the convening, conduct, and recommendations of the conferences is
a somewhat skeptical deference: A state can seek a conference, but
this admits either that the problem is too big and complex for the state
to handle itself or that it will not or cannot attempt to solve it. The
principal participants are the states, who presumably are unable to con-
sult on mutual pollution problems in other ways. Recommendations
for action are made by the federal government, but there is no reason why
the states could not determine themselves what action is needed. Ac-
tually, most conferences have fostered multistate agreements and state-
generated recommendations for further action, although the statutory
scheme does not expressly contemplate this."'
The conference procedure questions state and federal abilities and
responsibilities in coping with water pollution. The process is theoreti-
cally best suited for solving massive, interstate problems, such as the
status and future of Lake Michigan. If real progress is to be made on
such matters, the individual Lake states ultimately must act in concert
on the basis of full and careful exchange of information and views.
Thus, the conference process may be justifiable as a forum for the de-
velopment and exchange of information. Unfortunately, the conference
is ineffective for enforcement purposes because of its delays and ten-
dency to avoid hard decisions. Delay certainly is not justifiable if our
goals include the prompt abatement of smaller pollution problems and
of clearly identified polluters' contributions to larger, more complex
problems. The conferences may be useful for informational purposes,
but if the goal is abatement, their delays and large expenditures of time
and effort are not justified.
If state action has not secured abatement six months after the
36. Cf. text accompanying notes 41-42 infra.
37. As previously noted, the Act provides other avenues toward this same result.
See text accompanying notes 20-22 supra.
38. See Federal Programs 89.
No. I1]
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conference recommendations, the Administrator then calls a public
hearing. The hearing, again involving the affected states and other
interested persons, is held before a state-federal hearing board of at
least five members." If the board finds that the pollution is occurring
and is not being abated effectively, it recommends abatement measures
to the Administrator. Thus the board may hold a de novo hearing on
the factual issue of pollution, which may further delay the enforcement
process. The Administrator passes the recommendations along to the
state agencies involved and now also "to the person or persons discharg-
ing any matter causing or contributing to such pollution. ' '40  An addi-
tional minimum six months follows for abatement by the offenders and
the states involved. During this period, any further federal action is
withheld.
The two principal differences between the hearing stage and the
conference stage are: (1) The hearing is more in the nature of an
adversary proceeding, since the federal pollution findings are asserted
against specific alleged polluters.41 (2) Section 10(f)(2) authorizes
the Administrator to "require" any alleged polluter to file "a report based
on existing data," for use in the hearing, as to the nature and quantity
of its discharges and as to any means of reducing or preventing them.
This mandatory discovery device is enforceable by suit for $100 per
day fines for noncompliance. It is available in the conference stage
only upon the request of a majority of conferees. The Administrator
can then demand such reports. If reports are not filed and if a ma-
jority of the conferees then so order, fines may be sought in court.4 2
Finally, after the conference and the public hearing, the two six-
month delay periods, and the additional delays occasioned by notice
requirements and routine preparation and postponements, the federal
government can sue the polluters if the states have failed to secure abate-
ment. Section 10(g) gives the Administrator power to ask the Attorney
General to sue on behalf of the United States to secure abatement. If
the pollution is interstate, the Administrator may make this request on
his own judgment, but if it is intrastate, the governor of the state must
consent to the request. The hearing board transcript and recommen-
dations are admissible in evidence, and the court has power "to enter
such judgment and orders enforcing such judgment, as the public in-
terest and the equities of the case may require.""
An abatement remedy is extremely difficult to fashion in a case
which finally has resulted in litigation. An easy solution would have
39. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1160(f)(1) (1970).
40. Id.
41. See Regulations for Public Hearings, 18 C.F.R. §§ 606.4(d), 606.9, 606.10
(1970).
42. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1160(k) (1970).
43. Id. § 1160(h).
[Vol. 1971
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been reached earlier. That only one federal enforcement proceeding
under section 10 (d) has resulted in such litigation is therefore not surpris-
ing."4 Furthermore, even if the litigation stage is reached, section 10(h)
requires the court, in framing a judgment, to give "due consideration
to the practicability and to the physical and economic feasibility of se-
curing abatement." One commentator suggests that this language in
effect gives the polluter a loophole through which to escape court-or-
dered abatement.4 5 If the language means a court can never shut down
or threaten to shut down polluting facilities, the suggestion is probably
correct. More likely it merely describes certain basic considerations in
any pollution abatement proceeding.
The principal strength of the federal enforcement scheme is its pro-
vision of a forum for comprehensive evaluation of major water pollu-
tion problem areas and possible cooperative abatement and prevention
measures. Its major weakness is an excessive and somewhat self-con-
tradictory deference to state control efforts. This deference is manifest
in the repetitive and obviously dilatory nature of the scheme.46 The pri-
mary federal role is apparently to entice, cajole, or intimidate the states
into doing something-almost anything-toward abatement before any
affirmative federal action is taken. This role cannot be called "con-
trol" nor does it provide a reliable basis for prompt alleviation of our wa-
ter pollution problems.47
2. Water Quality Standards. In 1965 Congress added section
10(c) to the Act 48 to provide the states greater direction in their con-
trol programs and to create a quicker, more clear-cut federal remedy
in the event of state failure. Section 10(c) allows each state to adopt
water quality criteria for interstate waters within its borders and an im-
plementation and enforcement plan. If the proposed criteria and plan
are approved by the Administrator, they are the water quality stand-
ards applicable to the interstate waters. To receive the Administrator's
approval, the criteria "shall be such as to protect the public health or
welfare, enhance the quality of water and serve the purposes of this
[Act]."49  If a state's proposed standards do not meet with approval,
the Administrator is to promulgate standards for the waters in question.
Water quality standards must be distinguished from effluent discharge
regulations. A water quality standard is the permissible level of a
pollutant in the whole body of water for which the standard is set. An
44. United States v. City of St. Joseph, No. 1077 (W.D. Mo., filed Sept. 29, 1960).
See Barry 1112, 1119.
45. Barry 1107, 1120.
46. Federal Programs 88, 101.
47. Cf. Barry 1118. "[T]he Act's policy against pre-emption seems to discourage
any organized mobilization of national effort."
48. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1160(c) (1970), added by Water Quality Act of 1965, 89
Stat 903.
49. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1160(c)(3) (1970).
No. I1]
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effluent discharge regulation is the amount of the pollutant that any par-
ticular discharger is allowed to place in the water. Effluent regulations
usually set an absolute limit on the amount of pollutant discharged
or allow the pollutant to be dumped in a maximum fixed concentration. 50
Although all of the states have now submitted water quality
standards which have been federally approved,
[t]he goal-to provide nationwide, comprehensive water quality
standards-however, is far from reached. Over half the States
established standards that were not stringent enough in all aspects
to assure adequate water quality protection. So the Secretary [of
the Interior] excepted parts of them from initial approval. . . .In
one case, where no agreement was reached, the Secretary has taken
initial action to impose Federal standards. 5'
Approved standards are being reviewed and toughened in various
states.
"[N]ationwide, comprehensive water quality standards," is not a
fully apt description of the standards program. In 1965 Congress re-
jected a system of federally imposed uniform national standards. 2 Fur-
thermore, the standards now are initially proposed by the states, so each
state "is free to make its own decisions on pollution-control goals in
terms of determining the uses to which a particular stream or lake will
be put."5 Revision of state pollution control programs has been neces-
sary to ensure that water quality standards are met and maintained.54
Even so, the standards program has been the most effective and far-
reaching approach thus far to indirect federal control of water pollution
through stimulation and guidance of state controls.
The standards provisions also contain a new federal enforcement
tool. Section 10(c)(5) provides for abatement of discharges into in-
terstate waters which reduce water quality below the established stand-
ards. The Administrator can request the Attorney General to sue for
abatement of such discharges but the request must be preceded by
50. Since water quality standards apply to the body of water as a whole, they
do not determine which of several polluters is responsible for raising the pollution
concentration beyond the prescribed limits. Furthermore, each polluter theoretically
could discharge a pollutant in a quantity sufficient to raise concentration to almost
the prohibited level, yet could claim he did not violate the standard even though it
would obviously be exceeded by the effects of all such discharges. The problem
may reduce itself to one of measurement: A water quality standard measured near
a specific discharge point could have almost the same effect as an effluent regula-
tion. As presently conceived, however, effluent regulations afford the most direct
control of an individual polluter's discharges and probably can be best employed
in conjunction with water quality standards.
51. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 44. See also 3 CCH CLEAN AIR & WATER NEWS
138 (March 11, 1971).
52. See Hines 825-30; D. CARR, supra note 23, at 145-46.
53. Bylinsky, supra note 19, at 34. See also ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 44; D.
CARR, supra note 23, at 145.
54. Federal Programs 96.
[Vol. 1971
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at least 180 days notice to the violators and other interested parties.
The abatement suit, once instituted, proceeds in much the same
manner as the basic suits described above. Actual violations of stand-
ards are proven, however, as opposed to proving pollution. Signifi-
cantly, evidence is admissible to enable the court to make "a complete
review of the standards" allegedly violated. 55 This latitude unneces-
sarily complicates the judicial function and may lead to the erosion of
established standards.56 It is ironic, however-given the federal recog-
nition of the states' primary responsibility in setting standards, and
federal deference to the states in enforcement generally-that the new
federal enforcement power permits the federal courts to make a com-
plete review of the standards and thus disregard them in any given
enforcement action.
D. Direct Federal Control
The principal federal weapon for direct action against water pol-
lution is the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, commonly known as the
Refuse Act.57 It provides for fines and criminal sanctions for dump-
ing wastes into navigable waters without a permit. Although origi-
nally enacted for the limited, although important, purpose of promoting
unobstructed domestic navigation, the Act's terms, as judicially con-
firmed, afford a clear federal remedy for many serious types of water
pollution. 8
The most important provision of the Act makes it unlawful to dis-
charge or deposit into any navigable water or tributary thereof "any re-
fuse matter of any kind or description whatever other than that flowing
from streets and sewers and passing therefrom in a liquid state."5
Such deposits or discharges are allowed, however, under an advance
permit issued by the Secretary of the Army if navigation will not be im-
paired. Violation of this section is a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine
of $500 to $2,500, or thirty days to one year imprisonment, or both fine
and imprisonment. 60 If a fine is imposed, one half of it may be paid to
persons who supplied information leading to the conviction.
The Act has been given a broad judicial construction beginning
in 1960 with the United States Supreme Court's decision in United
.55. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1160(c)(5) (1970).
56. See Federal Programs 95.
57. 33 U.S.C. §§ 403-04, 406-09, 411-15, 418 (1964).
58. A limited version of the Act, applicable solely to Lake Michigan near Chi-
cago, is found at 33 U.S.C. § 421 (1964). Because the language of this Act is in
some respects broader than the Refuse Act itself, the EPA and Corps of Engineers
determined that the new permit program, discussed in the text at note 67, supra,
will not apply to discharges directly into Lake Michigan from Cook County, Illinois,
and Lake County, Indiana. 2 BNA ENVIRONMENT REP., CuRRENT DEv. 125 (June
4, 1971).
59. 33 U.S.C. § 407 (1964).
60. Id. § 411.
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States v. Republic Steel Corporation.6 The Court held that industrial
solid wastes suspended in liquid were not excepted discharges and thus
violated the Act. The Court read the Act "charitably in light of the
purpose to be served," and lower courts have since followed this lead. 62
For the first time federal enforcement personnel are placing strong
reliance on this Act as a major weapon in the federal attack on the
condition of our waters. The use of this long neglected but unusually
clear piece of congressional wisdom is an important development.
HI. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN FEDERAL CONTROL
Whether or not the 1970's mark the beginning of a reawakening,
revolution, or reordering of priorities with respect to our environmental
ills, recent developments suggest that a new stage of federal control of
water pollution has begun. These developments are:
A. The creation of the Federal Environmental Protection Agency.
B. The proposed new comprehensive permit system under the Refuse
Act.
C. The increasing number of federal lawsuits based on the Refuse Act
and section 10(c) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.
D. The regulations, orders, and legislation imposing stricter environ-
mental obligations on federal agencies and licensees.
E. The legislation authorizing strict federal standards and enforcement
for marine sanitation, oil spillage, and other hazardous pollutants.
The above are not listed in any order of priority. It is too early to tell
which, if any, of these developments will have long-term significance or
what their relative importance will be. A brief explanation of each,
however, will help to illustrate the possible results.
A. The Environmental Protection Agency
Last year saw a major reorganization of the federal government's
environmental agencies. On July 9, 1970, President Nixon sent to
Congress Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970, establishing an Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA).6" The EPA actually came into
existence on December 2, 1970.
The EPA, as conceived in the Reorganization Plan, consolidates
all federal environmental pollution agencies and projects into one su-
peragency.64 As the President stated in his transmittal message:
61. 362 U.S. 482, 80 S- Ct. 884 (1960).
62. Id. at 491, 80 S. Ct. at 890. See discussion and cases cited in Federal Pro-
grams 96-97.
63. Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970, § 2(a)(1), 3 C.F.R. 199 (Supp. 1970).
64. Simultaneously with Reorganization Plan No. 3, a Plan No. 4 was promulgated
creating the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration to coordinate all pro-
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The Government's environmentally-related activities have grown
up piecemeal over the years. The time has come to organize them
rationally and systematically.
Our national government is not structured to make a coordi-
nated attack on the pollutants which debase the air we breathe,
the water we drink and the land that grows our food. Indeed, the
present governmental structure for dealing with environmental pol-
lution often defies effective and concerted action.
Despite its complexity, for pollution control purposes the en-
vironment must be perceived as a single, inter-related system.
5
The Federal Water Quality Administration, now called the Water
Quality Office, is among the agencies brought into the EPA. The
FWQA, formerly known as the Federal Water Pollution Control Ad-
ministration, has had primary responsibility for administering the Fed-
eral Water Pollution Control Act.
Whether the EPA can invigorate the government's water pollution
control program is uncertain. The transfer of responsibilities will not
be immediately noticeable, other than at the highest levels of decision-
making. It is encouraging, however, that the Executive has publicly
acknowledged the lack of coordination in most federal efforts thus far,
and the need to perceive and treat environmental problems as a "single,
interrelated system." The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
also shows a more mature awareness in Congress of "the profound im-
pact of man's activity on the interrelations of all components of the
natural environment."66 Hopefully, the new EPA will foster wise, bold,
and well-coordinated efforts to protect the environment.
B. The Proposed Refuse Act Permit Program
On December 23, 1970, President Nixon issued Executive Order
No. 11,574, directing the Secretary of the Army to implement a permit
program under the Refuse Act in coordination with the Administrator of
the EPA, state water pollution control agencies, and other federal de-
partments. The Secretary is now responsible for "granting, denying, con-
ditioning, revoking, or suspending" permits. He must, however, follow
EPA findings and interpretations regarding applicable water quality
standards. Furthermore, a permit cannot be issued until the state certi-
fies that the permit applicant is reasonably assured of complying with
state water quality standards. 7
Regulations governing the permit program were issued April 7,
grams related to the subjects its name describes. Reorganization Plan No. 4 of 1970,
3 C.F.R. 202 (Supp. 1970).
65. BNA ENVIRONMENT REP., FED. LAws 21:0261 (1970).
66. 42 U.S.C. § 433 1(a) (Supp. V 1969).
67. Exec. Order No. 11,574, 3 C.F.R. 188 (Supp. 1970).
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1971.18 These rules restate the aims of section 13 of the Refuse Act.6 9
The regulations provide that "responsibility for water quality improve-
ment lies primarily with the states . . . and, at the Federal level, with
the Environmental Protection Agency. '70  The latter phrase contains
a slightly new emphasis, perhaps reflecting more vigorous assertion of
the Federal role. The regulations then spell out the roles of the states
and the EPA in ensuring that the permitted discharges conform to water
quality standards.7 1  Proposed section 209.131 (h) gives the state af-
fected by a permit and the EPA each a veto power over issuance.
The new program has been heralded by some as a major flexing of
federal muscle in water pollution control 2.7  Others have suggested that
a massive paperwork blockade will be created by requiring permit ap-
plications from all persons, companies, government agencies, and other
entities discharging wastes into navigable waters. 7  The delay in pro-
cessing an estimated 40,000 permits may create a lengthy period of
"virtual legal immunity. '74  The regulations do provide, however, that
the filing of an application is no bar to a Refuse Act suit.75 The regula-
tions do state broad and sensible criteria for permits.7" The crucial
issue is whether the program will be intelligently and vigorously exe-
cuted and supervised. Not only must careful scrutiny be given appli-
cations, but there must also be intensive surveillance of performance
and punishment of violations. If the program is carried out with ef-
ficiency and commitment, federal control will be greatly strengthened;
if not, the federal control machinery will be bigger, but not better.
C. Federal Litigation
In August of 1969, the Secretary of Interior first issued 180-
68. Defense Dept. Reg. § 209.131, 36 Fed. Reg. 6564 (1971) [hereinafter cited
as Defense Reg.].
69. id. § 209.131(d)(1), (d)(4).
70. Id. § 209.131(d)(7).
71. Id.
72. See N.Y. Times, Dec. 24, 1970, at 1, col. 1.
73. Ingersoll, Will U.S. Really Take On Major Water Polluters?, Chicago Sun-
Times, Jan. 17, 1971, § 2, at 20. For a critique of the Corps' permit procedure in
other areas see Costo, The Use of the Corps of Engineers Permit Authority as a Tool
for Defending the Environment, 11 NAT. RIs. J. 1 (1971). Indications are that
many state water pollution agencies view the permit program as a duplication of
their efforts and a cumbersome obstacle to the performance of their own duties
and the maintenance of higher state standards. 2 BNA ENVIRONMENT REP., CUR-
RENT DEV. 316 (July 16, 1971); id. at 271 (July 9, 1971); id. at 253 (July 2, 1971);
id. at 207 (June 25, 1971).
74. TIME, Jan. 25, 1971, at 43-44.
75. Defense Reg. § 209.131(d)(1).
76. See Defense Reg. H8 209.131(d) (5), (d)(7), (0)(2). It has been suggested,
however, that the proposed regulations were inadequate because they related permit
criteria to water quality standards, rather than to a concept of "best available" and
feasible technology." Chicago Daily News, April 3, 1971, at 16, col. 7. Query
whether this suggested concept, unquestionably most desirable in theory, may not be
so indefinite as to be unenforceable or only enforceable with great complexities and
delay.
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day notices to violators of established water quality standards. Court ac-
tion was unnecessary, as the notices themselves prompted remedial
steps. 7 This procedure was also employed in the spring and summer of
1970, indicating an increased willingness to move directly against pol-
luters.7 8 Six months, however, is still an excessive notice period, es-
pecially when prompt action is needed to halt pollution of critical pro-
portions. The President apparently is aware of this, for both the 1970
and 1971 environmental messages to Congress have called for quicker
enforcement methods. At the time of this writing, the administration's
1971 legislative package seeks to substitute swifter abatement and in-
junctive remedies and administrative fines, 79 for the 180-day provision.
Furthermore, the administration also proposes to abolish the enforce-
ment conference. 80  If Congress follows this approach, it will consti-
tute a major breakthrough in the development of direct federal con-
trols of environmental pollution.
The tempo of federal litigation under the Refuse Act has already
quickened. An increasing number of civil and criminal actions are
being brought and large penalties are being imposed. 81 Unless and
until Congress provides new direct remedies, this remains the Adminis-
trator's and the Attorney General's only means of seeking immediate re-
dress against water pollution. Accordingly, its increasing, vigorous use
is a hopeful indicator of what may be in store for polluters.
D. Federal Self-Cleanup
The federal government has recently acknowledged its responsi-
bility to set a high example of environmental concern through its ac-
tivities and the administration of its property. Accordingly, in July of
1966, the President ordered federal agencies to equip all present and
future facilities with secondary waste treatment equipment.82 It also en-
couraged agencies to prescribe water pollution controls for government
contractors. More recently, on February 4, 1970, President Nixon
called for "the Federal Government [to] provide leadership in the na-
tionwide effort to protect and enhance the quality of our air and water
resources."8 3 The order commands that all executive agencies ensure
that their facilities conform to air and water quality standards and mini-
mize, properly treat, and dispose of all wastes.
Similarly, in accordance with the National Environmental Policy
77. BNA ENVIRONMENT REP., FED. LAWS 41:5210 (1970).
78. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTY 45.
79. See 1970 MESSAGE 5; ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 53; 1971 PROGRAM 7.
80. Id.
81. 3 CCH CLEAN AIR & WATER NEWS 13-14 (Jan. 15, 1971); TiME, Jan. 25,
1971, at 43; 3 CCH CLEAN AIR & WATER NEWS 126-27 (March 4, 1971); id. at 186-87
(April 1, 1971).
82. 31 Fed. Reg. 9261 (1966).
83. Exec. Order No. 11,507, 3 C.F.R. 91 (Supp. 1970).
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Act of 1969, the President directed in March of 1970 that federal agen-
cies continually evaluate and control their effect on the environment.8 4
The 1969 Act itself stated that every federal agency proposing any ac-
tion "significantly affecting the quality of the human environment"
must submit and make public a detailed, comprehensive statement of
"the environmental impact of the proposed action. '8 5  On April 23,
1971, the Council on Environmental Quality issued permanent guide-
lines for environmental impact statements.8 6
The Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970 added section 21 (b)
to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act to encourage federal self-
cleanup. 7 This new provision governs all applicants for federal li-
censes or permits "to conduct any acitvity," including the construction
or operation of facilities. The applicant must obtain state certification
that any discharges into navigable waters from the activity will pro-
bably not violate the applicable water quality standards. This pro-
cedure is a precursor of the new Refuse Act permit regulations which
specifically refer to and incorporate the section 21(b) certification pro-
cedures.
In another example of federal deference to the states, section 21(b)
provides that no federal license can issue if state certification is de-
nied."8 If the certification process is carefully followed, it can effec-
tively control the group of potential polluters which needs federal per-
mission to conduct its activity. The certification scheme is an imagina-
tive blend of federal housekeeping and reliance on state pollution con-
trol agencies.
E. The New Controls on Marine Sanitation, Oil and
Hazardous Pollutants
The 1970 Water Quality Improvement Act bolsters the basic Act
through its stronger regulatory stance on specific types of pollution.'
A new section 11 strengthens federal control of oil spillage. Section 12
authorizes regulation of "hazardous substances"-those elements and
compounds which "present an imminent and substantial danger to the
public health or welfare" if discharged into our waters. Finally, new
section 13 authorizes exclusive federal regulation of marine sanitation-
the discharge of sewage wastes from watercraft into the navigable wa-
ters. Congress has advanced and strengthened direct federal control
through these new sections.
84. Exec. Order No. 11,514, 3 C.F.R. 104 (Supp. 1970).
85. Pub. L. 91-190, Title I, § 102(C), 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C) (Supp. V 1969).
86. BNA ENVIRONMENT REP., FED. LAWS 71:0301 (1971).
87. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1171(b) (1970).
88. Id. § 1171(b)(1).
89. ld. § 1161.
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The marine sanitation provisions give the Administrator the ex-
clusive and direct power to establish performance standards for sanita-
tion devices.90 Both manufacturers and owners of marine equipment
are subject91 to civil penalties up to $5,000 for each violation 92 and ju-
dicial injunctive relief.9 3 Section 13 creates a directly enforceable fed-
eral plan for marine sanitation. This step is a sensible one for federal
control of an area where speedy and uniform enforcement is important.0 4
The new oil spillage provision prohibits oil discharges into the
navigable waters and imposes reporting and cleanup responsibilities.
If spillage does occur, the violator may be fined,95 is liable for cleanup
costs9" or may be imprisoned if he fails to report the spill.97 Recent
serious oil spills prompted this legislation and continuing incidents
have justified its enactment.98 Although Congress did not preclude
concurrent state action as in marine sanitation, strong federal measures
were needed to contend with the oil menace. For the first time, the Act
contains civil and criminal penalties for past acts of pollution.
Section 12 does not contain penalties and relates only generally to
hazardous pollutants as identified by the President.99 It does recognize,
however, that a variety of troublesome water pollution problems are
sufficiently complex to require a strong federal program without waiting
for state action.
IV. SOME THOUGHTS ON THE FUTURE
The federal government is becoming more involved in direct con-
trol of water pollution. Deference to state and local efforts is not yet
dead, however, and it never should be. Local familiarity with and con-
cern for local pollution incidents cannot be overlooked, although they
have at times been emphasized unrealistically.
The water quality standards program is a useful example of federal
leadership and direction of state control efforts. Certainly the stand-
90. Id. § 1163(b)(1) and (f).
91. Id. § 1163(h).
92. Id. § 1163(j).
93. Id. § 1163(i).
94. Despite early indications that the EPA Water Quality Office might adopt
regulations requiring total retention of sewage during boat use, the proposed
standards now under consideration require only treatment approximately equivalent
to secondary treatment of municipal waste. Upon a showing that applicable
water quality standards require it, however, a state can apply to the EPA for a
regulation totally prohibiting discharges in specified waters.
3 CCH CLEAN Am & WATR NEWS 15 (Jan. 15, 1971); 2 BNA ENVIRONMENT REP.,
CuRR DEV. 35 (May 14, 1971); Proposed EPA Reg. § 640.1-.4, 36 Fed. Reg. 8739
(1971).
95. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1161(b)(4) (1970).
96. Id. § 1161(f).
97. Id. § 1161(b)(5).
98. ENVIRONMENTAL QuALrry 47; Barry 1126-28.
99. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1162(a) (1970).
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ards program is an indispensable part of a nationwide control effort.
Similarly, federal centralization of funds and technical resources to
combat pollution could not be duplicated by individual state or co-
operative multistate action.
There remains tremendous disagreement in several areas: the
need to speed federal enforcement proceedings; the need for nationally
promulgated water quality standards and effluent discharge regulations;
the need for more effective discovery and reporting provisions; and the
wisdom of state control programs versus regional or basin programs
versus national programs.
One observer suggests that needless and wasteful duplication of
effort and resources occurs when both state and federal governments
work on the same problems. 100 He asserts that areas of paramount fed-
eral interest must be clearly distinguished from those most readily
suited to state and local regulations. 10 1 When the environmental war
has entered a colder, less urgent stage than at present, this suggestion
may prove to be wise. For now, however, as a general proposition,
environmental control action should not be held back at any level of
government, for any reason.
Certain subjects undoubtedly will lend themselves more to local,
state, or national regulation, and these tendencies should be noted.
Aggrandizement of jurisdiction at any level of government will serve no
purpose in our campaign to curb water pollution. The problems, how-
ever, are urgent, complex, and not yet fully understood. The tradi-
tional federal reluctance to control water pollution thus does not fit the
needs of the times. If one of the strengths of our federal system is that
experimentation is fostered among the states in solving our common
problems, it is also true that such experimentation is equally available
between the states and the national government. To meet and overcome
our water pollution crisis, we need to foster bold and imaginative control
measures at every level of society, including programs such as those
which the federal government is just now beginning to develop in earnest.
100. Barry 1118.
101. Id. at 1119.
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